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Abstract: 

Ambiguous queries are submitted in search engine by 
different users with different search goals.The analysis 
of user click through logs can be useful in finding the 
precise search results. The user click through logs con-
tains the information about the user search informa-
tion. By analyzing the user click through logs the feed-
back sessions are constructed. 

The pseudo documents are generated by representing 
the feedback sessions for clustering. A novel approach 
for user and query dependent feedback sessions for 
user search results. The CAP is formulated to evaluate 
the performance of user search goal inference. This 
can be very useful in improving search engine efficien-
cy. we are reducing risk factory value in proposed ap-
proach.
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INTRODUCTION:

Web mining is one of the applications of data mining 
techniques to discover knowledge from the web. In 
web search, users are submitted queries to the search 
engines to get relevant information. But many search 
engines results are not informative and failed to pro-
duce results according to the user search goals. Users 
are usually giving some vague keywords represent-
ing their interests in their minds. Such keywords do 
not match with the results produced by the search                                                                                              
engines.
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Many works about user search goals analysis should be 
carried out. Some users give ambiguous queries to the 
search engines (e.g. Apple, jaguar, the sun etc.) they 
get mostly the irrelevant results. User search goals are 
classified as Navigational and Informational, the que-
ries that seek a single website or webpage and queries 
that reflect the intent of the user to perform a particu-
lar transaction respectively. Many related works have 
been carried out according to the web search appli-
cations and the user search goals. In previous works, 
clustering is done on a set of top ranked results. 

The user search logs information is not analyzed and 
the feedback sessions are not considered. Analyzing 
the clicked URLS only from the web search logs. They 
only identify whether a pair of queries belong to the 
same goal or mission and does not care about what the 
goal is in detail. 

Semantic based web search for a particular query 
and the similarity between the words are carried out. 
Various algorithms such as star clustering algorithm, k-
means clustering algorithm are used for clustering the 
pseudo documents but it also does not cluster the rel-
evant information according to the user search goals. 
In clustering the cluster labels discovered are also not 
informative. 

User search goal is the information on different aspects 
of a query that users wants to obtain. Information need 
is a user’s wish/desire to obtain the relevant informa-
tion to satisfy his need. To cluster web search results, 
the URLs are analyzed by extracting the titles and snip-
pets. But all those works produced noisy results and 
does not obtain the user search goals precisely. 

Classified Average Precision Approach for Inferring User 
Search Goals with Feedback Sessions



When more irrelevant and relevant results are pro-
duced by the search engines it is time consuming to 
browse. In this paper, the user submits the query into 
the browser. The search engine searches the relevant 
information according to the user query. The user ac-
tions are stored in the user click through logs. From the 
user click through logs each and every session is ana-
lyzed and generates the feedback session. The feed-
back session contains both the clicked and unclicked 
URLs and the last clicked URL

 in a single session. The feedback session contains the 
URLs and the click sequence. By analyzing the feed-
back sessions, the pseudo documents are generated. 
The pseudo documents contains the keywords that are 
most clicked in a session. Likewise the pseudo docu-
ments are clustered using the clustering algorithm. The 
user search goals are obtained according to the feed-
back sessions. The restructure result is produced for 
the user query based on the user search goal. The CAP 
evaluation can be done for each user search goal and 
the clustering can be done to find the optimal number 
of users.

RELATED WORK:

Recently, numerous works have been carried out to 
infer the socalled client objectives or aims of a ques-
tion [13]. Yet in actuality, their works have a place 
with question arrangement. A few works examine the 
query items returned by the web crawler straightfor-
wardly to adventure diverse inquiry angles [6]. Be that 
as it may, question viewpoints without client criticism 
have constraints to enhance web crawler significance. 
A few works take client  criticism into record and inves-
tigate the diverse clicked URLs of an inquiry in client 
navigate logs straightforwardly, in any case the quanti-
ty of diverse clicked URLs of a inquiry may be not huge 
enough to get perfect results.

Wang and Zhai grouped questions and scholarly parts 
of these comparative inquiries, which tackles the is-
sue to some degree. Notwithstanding, their strategy 
does not work on the off chance that we attempt to 
find client look  objectives of one single inquiry in the 
question bunch as opposed to a group of comparative 
questions. For instance, in [12], the inquiry  “auto” is 
grouped with some dissimilar questions, for instance, 
“auto rental,” “utilize auto,” “fender bender,” and 
“auto sound.”
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Thus, the distinctive parts of the inquiry “auto” have 
the capacity be learned through their structure. nev-
ertheless, the inquiry “utilize auto” in the group can 
likewise have distinctive angles, which are hard to be 
adapted by their system. Some different works pres-
ent  seek objectives and missions to recognize session 
limit progressively [11]. In any case, their strategy just 
recognizes  whether a couple of inquiries fit in with the 
same objective or mission what’s more does not give a 
second thought what the objective is in point of inter-
est. A former use of client navigate logs is to get client 
implied input to expand preparing information when 
learning positioning capacities in data recovery. 

Thorsten Joachims did numerous chips away at how to 
utilize certain criticism to enhance the recovery quality 
[8], [9], [10]. In our work, we consider input sessions 
as client certain criticism and propose a novel improve-
ment technique to join both clicked and unclicked URLs 
in input sessions to figure out what clients truly require 
and what they couldn’t care less. One application of cli-
ent inquiry objectives is rebuilding web indexed lists. 
There are likewise some related works centering  on ar-
ranging the list items [6], [8]. In this paper, we induce 
client seek objectives from client navigate logs and re-
build the query items as indicated by the construed cli-
ent  look objectives.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK:

Our framework comprises of two sections separated 
by the dashed line. In the upper part, all the feedback 
sessions of a query are initially extricated from user 
click-through logs and mapped to pseudo-documents. 
At that point, user seek objectives are gathered by 
clustering these pseudo-documents and delineated 
with some essential words. Since we don’t have a clue 
about the careful number of user look objectives ahead 
of time, a few distinctive qualities are attempted fur-
thermore the ideal quality will be dictated by the feed-
back from the bottom part. 

In the bottom part, the first query items are rebuilt 
focused around the user look objectives derived from 
the upper part. At that point, we assess the execution 
of rebuilding query items by our proposed assessment 
rule CAP. Also the assessment result will be utilized as 
the feedback to choose the ideal number of user hunt 
objectives in the upper part.

Queries are submitted to search engines to represent 
the information needs of users. Ambiguous queries 
contain one or several polysemous terms. Query am-
biguity is one of the main reasons for poor retrieval re-
sults (difficult queries are often ambiguous). User Click-
through data log contains data about the interactions 
between users and Web search engines. 

It is one of the most extensive (yet indirect) surveys 
of user experience. The user search information’s are 
stored in the user click trough logs. . From the user 
click through logs the feedback sessions are construct-
ed. The proposed feedback session consists of both 
clicked and unclicked URLs and ends with the last URL 
that was clicked in a single session. 

The feedback sessions is based on a single session, al-
though it can be extended to the whole session. The 
feedback session contains the URLs with the click se-
quence. A novel optimization method to combine the 
enriched URLs in a feedback session to form a pseudo-
document. This can effectively reflect the information 
need of a user. 
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The URLs are enriched from the feedback sessions 
based on the click sequence. The enriched URLs with 
more value in click sequence are mapped to pseudo-
documents. 
The pseudo documents are depicted with some key-
words based on the URL. At last, cluster these pseudo 
documents to infer user search goals and depict them 
with some keywords.

ANALYZING USER CLICK THROUGH LOGS:

The user click through logs is analyzed for each session 
to propose a feedback sessions. The feedback session 
is the better representation for the user click through 
logs. It is more efficient than analyzing the user click 
through logs directly. For a single query each and every 
session is analyzed and represents the feedback ses-
sion. The feedback session is based on a single session 
although it can be extended to the whole session. An 
ambiguous query is that it gives more than one mean-
ing. So the precise results according to the user search 
goal are difficult to obtain. 



When more irrelevant and relevant results are pro-
duced by the search engines it is time consuming to 
browse. In this paper, the user submits the query into 
the browser. The search engine searches the relevant 
information according to the user query. The user ac-
tions are stored in the user click through logs. From the 
user click through logs each and every session is ana-
lyzed and generates the feedback session. The feed-
back session contains both the clicked and unclicked 
URLs and the last clicked URL

 in a single session. The feedback session contains the 
URLs and the click sequence. By analyzing the feed-
back sessions, the pseudo documents are generated. 
The pseudo documents contains the keywords that are 
most clicked in a session. Likewise the pseudo docu-
ments are clustered using the clustering algorithm. The 
user search goals are obtained according to the feed-
back sessions. The restructure result is produced for 
the user query based on the user search goal. The CAP 
evaluation can be done for each user search goal and 
the clustering can be done to find the optimal number 
of users.

RELATED WORK:

Recently, numerous works have been carried out to 
infer the socalled client objectives or aims of a ques-
tion [13]. Yet in actuality, their works have a place 
with question arrangement. A few works examine the 
query items returned by the web crawler straightfor-
wardly to adventure diverse inquiry angles [6]. Be that 
as it may, question viewpoints without client criticism 
have constraints to enhance web crawler significance. 
A few works take client  criticism into record and inves-
tigate the diverse clicked URLs of an inquiry in client 
navigate logs straightforwardly, in any case the quanti-
ty of diverse clicked URLs of a inquiry may be not huge 
enough to get perfect results.

Wang and Zhai grouped questions and scholarly parts 
of these comparative inquiries, which tackles the is-
sue to some degree. Notwithstanding, their strategy 
does not work on the off chance that we attempt to 
find client look  objectives of one single inquiry in the 
question bunch as opposed to a group of comparative 
questions. For instance, in [12], the inquiry  “auto” is 
grouped with some dissimilar questions, for instance, 
“auto rental,” “utilize auto,” “fender bender,” and 
“auto sound.”
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Thus, the distinctive parts of the inquiry “auto” have 
the capacity be learned through their structure. nev-
ertheless, the inquiry “utilize auto” in the group can 
likewise have distinctive angles, which are hard to be 
adapted by their system. Some different works pres-
ent  seek objectives and missions to recognize session 
limit progressively [11]. In any case, their strategy just 
recognizes  whether a couple of inquiries fit in with the 
same objective or mission what’s more does not give a 
second thought what the objective is in point of inter-
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implied input to expand preparing information when 
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ment technique to join both clicked and unclicked URLs 
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and what they couldn’t care less. One application of cli-
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There are likewise some related works centering  on ar-
ranging the list items [6], [8]. In this paper, we induce 
client seek objectives from client navigate logs and re-
build the query items as indicated by the construed cli-
ent  look objectives.

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK:

Our framework comprises of two sections separated 
by the dashed line. In the upper part, all the feedback 
sessions of a query are initially extricated from user 
click-through logs and mapped to pseudo-documents. 
At that point, user seek objectives are gathered by 
clustering these pseudo-documents and delineated 
with some essential words. Since we don’t have a clue 
about the careful number of user look objectives ahead 
of time, a few distinctive qualities are attempted fur-
thermore the ideal quality will be dictated by the feed-
back from the bottom part. 

In the bottom part, the first query items are rebuilt 
focused around the user look objectives derived from 
the upper part. At that point, we assess the execution 
of rebuilding query items by our proposed assessment 
rule CAP. Also the assessment result will be utilized as 
the feedback to choose the ideal number of user hunt 
objectives in the upper part.

Queries are submitted to search engines to represent 
the information needs of users. Ambiguous queries 
contain one or several polysemous terms. Query am-
biguity is one of the main reasons for poor retrieval re-
sults (difficult queries are often ambiguous). User Click-
through data log contains data about the interactions 
between users and Web search engines. 

It is one of the most extensive (yet indirect) surveys 
of user experience. The user search information’s are 
stored in the user click trough logs. . From the user 
click through logs the feedback sessions are construct-
ed. The proposed feedback session consists of both 
clicked and unclicked URLs and ends with the last URL 
that was clicked in a single session. 

The feedback sessions is based on a single session, al-
though it can be extended to the whole session. The 
feedback session contains the URLs with the click se-
quence. A novel optimization method to combine the 
enriched URLs in a feedback session to form a pseudo-
document. This can effectively reflect the information 
need of a user. 
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The URLs are enriched from the feedback sessions 
based on the click sequence. The enriched URLs with 
more value in click sequence are mapped to pseudo-
documents. 
The pseudo documents are depicted with some key-
words based on the URL. At last, cluster these pseudo 
documents to infer user search goals and depict them 
with some keywords.

ANALYZING USER CLICK THROUGH LOGS:

The user click through logs is analyzed for each session 
to propose a feedback sessions. The feedback session 
is the better representation for the user click through 
logs. It is more efficient than analyzing the user click 
through logs directly. For a single query each and every 
session is analyzed and represents the feedback ses-
sion. The feedback session is based on a single session 
although it can be extended to the whole session. An 
ambiguous query is that it gives more than one mean-
ing. So the precise results according to the user search 
goal are difficult to obtain. 



Feedback Session:

The first process in reorganizing the search result is 
the feedback session representation. Feedback ses-
sion consist the list of URLs up to the URL that was 
clicked by the user at last in a single session. All the 
unclicked URLs before the last clicked URL in a single 
session is also included because those URLs also has 
been browsed and analyzed by the user. Therefore, 
these unclicked URLs must also be included for the 
feedback. From this feedback session, the clicked URLs 
represent what information the user entail and the un-
clicked URLs reflect what information the user do not 
require. The URLs that are present after the last clicked 
URL cannot be taken as a part of feedback because it is 
not certain whether the user have scanned those URLs 
or not. Feedback session cannot be used directly for 
user search goal inference because it varies from that 
of the user click-through logs. So, it should be repre-
sented in some other forms in order to infer the user 
search goals efficiently. 

It can be represented in various forms. Binary vector 
representation is one of the popular ways of represent-
ing the feedback session. It consists of 0’s and 1’s where 
“0” represents the unclicked URL and “1” represents 
the clicked URL in a single session. This method cannot 
be used when more feedback sessions are considered 
because diverse feedback sessions may have unusual 
aspects. The vague keywords can be used to repre-
sent the user interests for a query. But these keywords 
cannot be used for representing the feedback session 
because they are usually hidden and not expressed 
clearly. Therefore, pseudo-documents can be used to 
infer the goals of the user. The feedback sessions are 
mapped to the pseudo-documents. These documents 
can be formed by enriching those URLs present in the 
feedback session. Enriching the URLs can be done by 
adding the title and a short snippet in a small text para-
graph for the same URLs.

Pseudo Documents:
The pseudo documents are not the legitimate docu-
ments. The URLs in the feedback sessions are enriched 
by some format. The URLs are formatted by removing 
the stop words and the stemming words.It is the icon 
of showing the information about the whole document 
by some keywords. 
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The documents are created by the number of occur-
rences of the keywords. The keywords which are hav-
ing the more frequency are grouped together. The 
pseudo documents contain the keywords that are re-
trieved from the URLs in the feedback sessions. Using 
the Meta tag information the URLs are enriched. The 
Meta tag contains the most important keywords about 
the entire document information.

EVALUATIONS OF RESTRUCTURE SEARCH RE-
SULTS:

The evaluation of user search goals can be done using 
the CAP (CLASSIFIED AVERAGE PRECISION). The classi-
fied average precision is the calculation of precision of 
documents. Because from user click-through logs, we 
can get implicit relevance feedbacks, namely “clicked” 
means relevant and “unclicked” means irrelevant. 

A possible evaluation criterion is the average preci-
sion (AP) which evaluates according to user implicit 
feedbacks. AP is the average of precisions computed 
at the point of each relevant document in the ranked 
sequence. VAP is the voted average precision which 
can be used for grouping the dissimilar documents for 
the particular user query search. Risk is the mapping of 
similar and dissimilar documents for the particular user 
query. If there is a similarity then the mapping value is 
0 and if there is no similarity between VAP and risk then 
the mapping value is 1.

AVERAGE PRECISION:

A possible evaluation criterion is the average precision 
(AP) which evaluates according to user implicit feed-
backs. AP is the average of precisions which is com-
puted at the point of each relevant document in the 
ranked sequence, shown in

Where,N is the number of relevant (or clicked) docu-
ments in the retrieved ones, r is the rank, N is the total 
number of retrieved documents, rel(r) is a binary func-
tion on the relevance of a given rank, and Rr is the num-
ber of relevant retrieved documents of rank r or less.

RISK:

It is the AP of the class including more clicks There 
should be a risk to avoid classifying search results into 
too many classes by error. So we propose the Risk.

Voted AP(VAP):

VAP of the modernized search result the AP of class 1, 
It is defined as

where N is the total numeral of retrieved documents 
with class label one , rel() is a binary function on the 
relevance of a given rank, and Rr is the number of rel-
evant retrieved documents of rank r or less Classified 
Average Precision (CAP) Extend VAP by introducing 
the above Risk and propose a new criterion .

Classified AP(CAP):

Where r is used to adjust the influence of Risk on CAP. 
CAP select the AP of the class with the aim of user is 
interested with the most clicks/votes and takes the risk 
of wrong classification into account.

User Search Goals:

Cluster pseudo-documents by FCM bunch that is easy 
and effective. Since we have a tendency to don’t under-
stand the precise variety of user search goals for every 
question, we have a tendency to set variety of clusters 
to be 5 totally different values and perform bunch sup-
ported these 5 values, severally. 

Once bunch all the pseudo-documents, every cluster 
will be thought of mutually user search goal. The mid-
dle purpose of a cluster is computed because the aver-
age of the vectors of all the pseudo-documents within 
the cluster.
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Fig:-overall  data flow of the proposed system
Algorithm :-

Input: User s Search Query (Q) 

Output: Re-Structured Results (RR) 

BEGIN 
Get query „Q from user 
Populate Q History as a query history dataset with the 
retrieved 
results from the database – DBQueries
If 
QHistory is empty 

Return Actual Web Search Results „RW
Else 
For each Query Instance Qi in QHistory 
Generate Feedback Session FSi 
Convert Feedback sessions to Pseudo Documents PDi

        End  For 
 End If

 Set Web Search Results „RW as

 results from web search engine

 Set Output „RR using the cluster_function(PDi, Qi, Q)

 Return Re-Structured Results – „RR
END



Feedback Session:

The first process in reorganizing the search result is 
the feedback session representation. Feedback ses-
sion consist the list of URLs up to the URL that was 
clicked by the user at last in a single session. All the 
unclicked URLs before the last clicked URL in a single 
session is also included because those URLs also has 
been browsed and analyzed by the user. Therefore, 
these unclicked URLs must also be included for the 
feedback. From this feedback session, the clicked URLs 
represent what information the user entail and the un-
clicked URLs reflect what information the user do not 
require. The URLs that are present after the last clicked 
URL cannot be taken as a part of feedback because it is 
not certain whether the user have scanned those URLs 
or not. Feedback session cannot be used directly for 
user search goal inference because it varies from that 
of the user click-through logs. So, it should be repre-
sented in some other forms in order to infer the user 
search goals efficiently. 

It can be represented in various forms. Binary vector 
representation is one of the popular ways of represent-
ing the feedback session. It consists of 0’s and 1’s where 
“0” represents the unclicked URL and “1” represents 
the clicked URL in a single session. This method cannot 
be used when more feedback sessions are considered 
because diverse feedback sessions may have unusual 
aspects. The vague keywords can be used to repre-
sent the user interests for a query. But these keywords 
cannot be used for representing the feedback session 
because they are usually hidden and not expressed 
clearly. Therefore, pseudo-documents can be used to 
infer the goals of the user. The feedback sessions are 
mapped to the pseudo-documents. These documents 
can be formed by enriching those URLs present in the 
feedback session. Enriching the URLs can be done by 
adding the title and a short snippet in a small text para-
graph for the same URLs.

Pseudo Documents:
The pseudo documents are not the legitimate docu-
ments. The URLs in the feedback sessions are enriched 
by some format. The URLs are formatted by removing 
the stop words and the stemming words.It is the icon 
of showing the information about the whole document 
by some keywords. 
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The documents are created by the number of occur-
rences of the keywords. The keywords which are hav-
ing the more frequency are grouped together. The 
pseudo documents contain the keywords that are re-
trieved from the URLs in the feedback sessions. Using 
the Meta tag information the URLs are enriched. The 
Meta tag contains the most important keywords about 
the entire document information.

EVALUATIONS OF RESTRUCTURE SEARCH RE-
SULTS:

The evaluation of user search goals can be done using 
the CAP (CLASSIFIED AVERAGE PRECISION). The classi-
fied average precision is the calculation of precision of 
documents. Because from user click-through logs, we 
can get implicit relevance feedbacks, namely “clicked” 
means relevant and “unclicked” means irrelevant. 

A possible evaluation criterion is the average preci-
sion (AP) which evaluates according to user implicit 
feedbacks. AP is the average of precisions computed 
at the point of each relevant document in the ranked 
sequence. VAP is the voted average precision which 
can be used for grouping the dissimilar documents for 
the particular user query search. Risk is the mapping of 
similar and dissimilar documents for the particular user 
query. If there is a similarity then the mapping value is 
0 and if there is no similarity between VAP and risk then 
the mapping value is 1.

AVERAGE PRECISION:

A possible evaluation criterion is the average precision 
(AP) which evaluates according to user implicit feed-
backs. AP is the average of precisions which is com-
puted at the point of each relevant document in the 
ranked sequence, shown in

Where,N is the number of relevant (or clicked) docu-
ments in the retrieved ones, r is the rank, N is the total 
number of retrieved documents, rel(r) is a binary func-
tion on the relevance of a given rank, and Rr is the num-
ber of relevant retrieved documents of rank r or less.

RISK:

It is the AP of the class including more clicks There 
should be a risk to avoid classifying search results into 
too many classes by error. So we propose the Risk.

Voted AP(VAP):

VAP of the modernized search result the AP of class 1, 
It is defined as

where N is the total numeral of retrieved documents 
with class label one , rel() is a binary function on the 
relevance of a given rank, and Rr is the number of rel-
evant retrieved documents of rank r or less Classified 
Average Precision (CAP) Extend VAP by introducing 
the above Risk and propose a new criterion .

Classified AP(CAP):

Where r is used to adjust the influence of Risk on CAP. 
CAP select the AP of the class with the aim of user is 
interested with the most clicks/votes and takes the risk 
of wrong classification into account.

User Search Goals:

Cluster pseudo-documents by FCM bunch that is easy 
and effective. Since we have a tendency to don’t under-
stand the precise variety of user search goals for every 
question, we have a tendency to set variety of clusters 
to be 5 totally different values and perform bunch sup-
ported these 5 values, severally. 

Once bunch all the pseudo-documents, every cluster 
will be thought of mutually user search goal. The mid-
dle purpose of a cluster is computed because the aver-
age of the vectors of all the pseudo-documents within 
the cluster.
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Fig:-overall  data flow of the proposed system
Algorithm :-

Input: User s Search Query (Q) 

Output: Re-Structured Results (RR) 

BEGIN 
Get query „Q from user 
Populate Q History as a query history dataset with the 
retrieved 
results from the database – DBQueries
If 
QHistory is empty 

Return Actual Web Search Results „RW
Else 
For each Query Instance Qi in QHistory 
Generate Feedback Session FSi 
Convert Feedback sessions to Pseudo Documents PDi

        End  For 
 End If

 Set Web Search Results „RW as

 results from web search engine

 Set Output „RR using the cluster_function(PDi, Qi, Q)

 Return Re-Structured Results – „RR
END



Object Evaluation and Comparison:

Method I clusters the top 100 search results to infer 
user search goals [6], [20]. First, we program to auto-
matically submit the queries to the search engine again 
and crawl the top 100 search results including their 
titles and snippets for each query. 

Then, each search result is mapped to a feature vector 
according to (1) and (2). Finally, we cluster these 100 
search results of a query to infer user search goals by 
K-means clustering and select the optimal K based on 
CAP criterion. 

Method II clusters different clicked URLs directly [18]. 
In user click-through logs, a query has a lot of different 
single sessions; however, the different clicked URLs 
may be few. First, we select these different clicked 
URLs for a query from user click through logs and en-
rich them with there titles and snippets as we do in our 
method.

Then, each clicked URL is mapped to a feature vector 
according to (1) and (2). Finally, we cluster these differ-
ent clicked URLs directly to infer user search goals as 
we do in our method and Method I.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK:

In this paper, a novel approach has been proposed 
to infer user search goals for a query by clustering its 
feedback sessions represented by pseudo-documents. 
First, we introduce feedback sessions to be analyzed 
to infer user search goals rather than search results or 
clicked URLs. Both the clicked URLs and the unclicked 
ones before the last click are considered as user implic-
it feedbacks and taken into account to construct feed-
back sessions. Therefore, feedback sessions can reflect 
user information needs more efficiently. Second, we 
map feedback sessions to pseudodocuments

to approximate goal texts in user minds. The pseudo-
documents can enrich the URLs with additional textual 
contents including the titles and snippets. Based on 
these pseudo-documents, user search goals can then 
be discovered and depicted with some keywords. 

Finally, a new criterion CAP is formulated to evaluate 
the performance of user search goal inference. Experi-
mental results on user click-through logs from a com-
mercial search engine demonstrate the effectiveness 
of our proposed methods.

The complexity of our approach is low and our ap-
proach can be used in reality easily. For each query, the 
running time depends on the number of feedback ses-
sions. However, the dimension of Ffs in (3) and (5) is 
not very high. 

Therefore, the running time is usually short. In reality, 
our approach can discover user search goals for some 
popular queries offline at first. Then, when users sub-
mit one of the queries, the search engine can return 
the results that are categorized into different groups 
according to user search goals online. Thus, users can 
find what they want conveniently.

Future work will be to collaborate query classification 
and search result combination so that user will get 
more classified results. Here we are incersing query 
link length , and we are reducing risk factory value in 
proposed approach 
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